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Nineteen-year-old Phoebe is shy and
withdrawn. Far too shy to tell her crush
Isaac how she feels. Isaac is smitten with
Phoebe, but hes sure she hates him. After
all, she never talks to him. But when he
finds her wandering the halls of the dorm at
night, she attacks him passionately. Hes
shocked and aroused by her uninhibited
lust...only to realize that shes sleepwalking.
But now that Isaac knows how she feels,
hes eager to ask her out the right way. With
Phoebe sleeping over in Isaacs room, they
soon find out they share the same, naughty
desire...to have a risky, unprotected
encounter. Isaac realizes that he likes the
idea of getting Phoebe pregnant.
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Drunk, passed out college girl gets knocked up by classmate. by Patrick7in after a night on the town. by
EnglishMuffinsin Erotic Couplings03/09/114.18 drugged sleep. by Over Stimulatedin
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sleeping - - Story Tags Fun Ch. 09. My Sleepover. by James_Brownin Erotic Couplings07/21/154.38 College girls
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Book Deals Free Original Erotic Stories. tag Accidental Sleepover. bytheo_minor When it came time to go to college,
we all kind of scattered to the four winds. I was the I am a 21-year-old college student who contracted HIV through
What can I do? by typical_boyin Erotic Horror05/02/174.00 NEW College love story as a roomy discovers her mates
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